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Abstract 
It is shown that for every sequence of nonnegative integers (P3,Ps, P6 ..... p,) satisfying the 
equation }~k~> 3 (4 -  k) Pk = 8, which follows from the well-known Euler's formula, there exists an 
integer P4 and a planar 4-valent 3-connected graph G that has exactly Pk k-gonal faces for all 
3<<.k<~n and pk=O, otherwise, and that is cut-through Eulerian. This is an extension of 
Griinbaum's theorem. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, we will.assume that all graphs are planar and simple (i.e. no 
loops and no multiple edges) unless stated otherwise. Let P be a convex 4-valent 
3-polytope and let Pk (or Pk(P)) be the number of k-gonal faces of P. The sequence 
(p3, p4, ps ..... p.) is called a p-vector (or face vector) of P. Then, we have the following 
equation that is a consequence of Euler's formula: 
p3=8+ ~ (k--4)pk, (*) 
k~>3 
Observe that the coefficient of p4 in (.) is zero. A sequence * * * * (P3,Ps,P6,P7 ..... p*) of 
nonnegative integers satisfying equation (*) is said to be 4-realizable if there is 
a nonnegative integer p~ and a convex 4-valent 3-polytope P such that Pk(P)=P* for 
all 3~k<~n (it follows that pk(P)=O for all k>n). In this case, we also say that such 
a polytope P realizes the given sequence. Branko Grf inbaum showed the following 
4-valent analogue of Eberhard's theorem. 
Theorem (Grfinbaum [3]). Every sequence (p*,-* ~* "* .... p* ) of nonnegative inte- F5 ,Y6 ,U7~ 
gers, satisfying equation (*) is 4-realizable. 
For a discussion of the Eberhard problem, see [2, 3] or [6] and for other analogues 
of Eberhard problem, see [4, 5, 10, 12-14]. 
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Fig. 1. Cut-through path. 
Now, let us define a cut-through path, which is a special case of'coded paths' defined 
by Malkevitch [9]. Let G be a plane 4-valent graph. Let u be a vertex in G and let 
el, e2, e3, and e 4 be edges which are incident with u in cyclic order. Suppose that the 
vertex u is visited by a directed path via the edge el (Fig. I). There are three possible 
ways for the path to have the next edge, that is, either e2, e3, or e 4. If the edge e3 (to be 
called the middle edge with respect o e J  is the next edge of the directed path, then the 
edges ele3 'cut through' the edges eze4 (Fig. 1). The vertex u is called a cut-through 
vertex with respect o the path. If a path in a plane 4-valent graph always takes the 
middle edge as the next edge, then we call this type of path a cut-through path. A circuit 
C is called a cut-through circuit if all the vertices in this circuit are cut-through vertices 
with respect o the circuit C. For a more generalized efinition and properties of 
'coded paths', see [9]. In the literature, other names are used to describe a cut-through 
path, such as 'direct extension' [3] and 'straight ahead' [-8]. 
A planar 4-valent graph G is cut-through Eulerian if there exists an Eulerian circuit 
C (in G) such that all the vertices of G are cut-through vertices with respect o the 
Eulerian circuit C. For example, the graph of the octahedron is not cut-through 
Eulerian, while the graph in Fig. 3 is cut-through Eulerian. 
A sequence (P3, Ps, P6 ..... Pn) of nonnegative integers, satisfying equation (*), is said 
to be realizable with the cut-through Eulerian property if it can be 4-realizable by 
a 4-valent 3-polytopal graph G which is cut-through Eulerian. We call such a 3- 
polytopal graph G a cut-through Eulerian realization of the sequence (P3, Ps, P6 . . . . .  Pn)' 
Now, we are ready to state our main theorem that answers a question raised by 
Malkevitch. 
2. Realizations with the cut-through Eulerian property 
Theorem 2.1. Every sequence (P3, Ps, P6,-.., P,) of nonnegative integers, satisfying equa- 
tion (*) is 4-realizable bya cut-through Eulerian 3-polytopal graph. 
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Fig. 2. Three configurations and two operations. 
The strategy of the proof of this theorem will be to show that, starting with an 
appropriate plane 3-polytopal cut-through Eulerian graph, we can locate configura- 
tions within the graph that can be modified in such a way that we obtain the desired 
p-vector while preserving the cut-through Eulerian property. 
To prove this theorem, we need to discuss some operations and lemmas. Let us 
call the special types of face structures in Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c) by the names 
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Al-COnfiguration (with a k-gon), A2-configuration, and B-configuration (with a k- 
gon), respectively. The number within each region represents the number of sides of 
that face (or region). 
Now, let us define the operations ct and ft. The operation ct adds five new vertices 
and places them one on each inside edge of the Al-configuration (or A2-configura- 
tion). Then, it joins these new vertices to make a simple circuit (see Fig. 2(a') and (b')). 
The operation fl is to place a configuration of triangles and 4-gons, indicated by the 
thick lines in Fig. 2(c'), into the inside region of the B-configuration, while creating 
three new vertices on the top edge and one new vertex on each of the other edges. The 
purpose of these operations is to change a k-gon in the A~-configuration or in 
B~configuration i to the (k+l)-gon or the (k+3)-gon, respectively, and change 
a 4-gon in the A2-configuration i to the 5-gon. It can be easily shown that these 
operations preserve the cut-through property. Let us denote the shapes on the 
right-hand side of Fig. 2 by Ale, A2ct, and Bfl, respectively. Let G be a plane 4-valent 
graph. Then Ge is a new graph obtained from G by applying the operation ~ to an 
Arconfiguration or an Az-configuration in G. Thus, whenever we write G~, we 
assume that G has an A~-configuration or an A2-configuration. Gfl is defined in 
a similar manner. A string of £s and fl's denotes the consecutive application of these 
operations, reading from left to right, to an appropriate configuration. For example, 
fl2ct means that one applies that fl operation twice to a B-configuration and then 
applies the e operation to an A~- or an A2-configuration. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a plane 4-valent 3-connected 9raph. Then G~t and Gfl are also 
plane 4-valent 3-connected graphs. 
Proof. Clearly, these operations preserve planarity, and 4-regularity. Hence, it suffices 
to show that G~ and Gfl are also 3-connected. Since the operations ~and fl are both 
finite combinations of a sequence of Steinitz's operations (see [3]), and since Steinitz's 
operations preserve 3-connectedness, Gct and Gfl are also 3-connected. 
Remarks. (1) Note that A2~ contains another A2-configuration, so we can apply the 
operation ~ over and over again (Fig. 2(b')). By repeating this process, we can create 
a number of 5-gons. Moreover, A2~ also contains both an Al-configuration and 
a B-configuration. 
(2) Suppose that a graph G contains an Al-COnfiguration with a k-gon, then AI~ 
contains a B-configuration with a (k+l)-gon. On the other hand, if the graph 
G contains a B-configuration with a k-gon, then Bfl contains an Al-configuration with 
a (k + 3)-gon. Hence, the construction is continued by applying the operation fl (the 
operation ~, respectively) to the B-configuration with a (k+l)-gon in A~ (the 
A~-configuration with a (k + 3)-gon in Bfl, respectively) if m-gon, m > k + 1 (m > k + 3, 
resp.) is required. Moreover, both A~ and Bfl contain an A~-configuration with 
a triangle, an Al-configuration with a 4-gon and a B-configuration with a triangle. 
Thus, we can start the creation of a new m-gon, m > 4, by applying either the operation 
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or the operation fl to the appropriate configuration i  ,42:~ or in Bfl (cf. Fig. 2(a') 
and (c')). 
(3) Notice that Bfl contains an A2-configuration, and that either ,4a~ has an 
A2-configuration or AlCt can be modified to have an A2-configuration (cf. Fig. 2(a') 
and (c'), and Fig. 6(b)). 
Lemma 2.3. (i) Let the k-gon in Fig. 2(c) be a triangle. Then, we can change it to 
a (4n + 2)-gon or a (4n + 3)-gon for n >~ 1. 
(ii) Let the k-gon in Fig. 2(a) be a 4-gon. Then, we can change it to a 4n-gon or 
a (4n+ 1)-gonfor n )2 .  
Proof. (i) Apply operations a and fl in an alternating way, starting by applying fl to 
a B-configuration. Then 
k- -~k+3~k+4-~k+7 ~ ,k+8.  
Since k = 3, we can change 3 to 6, then 7, then 10, then 11, and so on. Thus, we can 
create a (4n + 2)-gon or a (4n + 3)-gon for n >~ 1. 
(ii) Apply operations ct and fl in an alternating way, starting by applying e to an 
A 1-configuration. Then 
k ~ ,k+l~-~k+4~k+5-~k+8.  
Since k =4, we can change 4 to 5, then 8, then 9, then 12, and so on. Thus, we can 
create a 4n-gon or a (4n + 1)-gon for n >~2. [] 
Lemma 2.3 shows that we can obtain a k-gon (k>~5) by applying appropriate 
numbers of ~ and fl operations to a triangle in a B-configuration or a 4-gon in an 
A 1-configuration. I  fact, a triangle in a B-configuration is transformed into a (4n + 3)- 
gon by applying (fl~)" or into a (4n + 2)-gon by applying (flct)"- 1ft. Similarly, a 4-gon in 
an Al-configuration is changed to a 4n-gon by applying (~tfl) n or to a (4n + 1)-gon by 
applying (~fl),~. Also, one can easily notice that only new triangles and 4-gons appear 
in the graph during the process in Lemma 2.3. 
The graph Go in Fig. 3 is a plane 4-valent 3-connected graph (it can be easily 
checked that G O is 3-connected), which is cut-through Eulerian. Observe that it has 
8 triangles and three 4-gons, and contains both an Al-configuration with a 4-gon and 
a B-configuration with a triangle. The heavy line in Fig. 3 divides the graph Go into 
two symmetric parts. Let us call them the left-half and the right-half. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. As mentioned before, we will prove the theorem by construct- 
ing a 4-valent 3-polytopal graph that is a cut-through Eulerian realization of the given 
sequence. Using the graph Go in Fig. 3 as the base of our construction, we will 
construct k-gons, k > 4, one at a time, by applying a series of the operations ct and fl 
to Go. 
270 
Fig. 3. The base graph Go. 
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Fig. 4. 
Let (s3,ss, s6,s7 ..... s,) be a sequence which is a copy of the given sequence, 1.e., 
Sk =Pk for all k = 3 and k ~> 5 (sk is the number of k-gons that we should construct). 
Let G = Go. 
Step 1: Let k be the largest integer such that SR¢O. 
If k----3, then stop the construction. Otherwise, locate an Al-configuration with 
a 4-gon or a B-configuration with a triangle in G (this can be done always, cf. 
Remark 2 and Fig. 3). Go to Step 2 to construct a k-gon. 
Step 2: (i) k-=0 or k -1  (mod4). Apply the operation ~ to the Al-configuration 
located in Step 1 to modify a 4-gon to a k-gon. For example, Fig. 4 shows the first 
application of the operation ~ to a 4-gon (dotted line in the right-half of Go). Apply the 
operations ~ and fl in the way described in Lemma 2.3 until the original 4-gon 
becomes a k-gon. If k=5, then we may use an AE-COnfiguration instead of an 
A 1-configuration. Go to Step 3. 
(ii) k = 2 or k -3  (mod 4). Similarly, apply the operation/3 to the B-configuration 
located in Step 1 to modify a triangle to a k-gon. For example, Fig. 4 shows the first 
application of the operation/3 to a triangle (dotted line in the left-half of Go). Apply the 
operations ~ and /3 in the way described in Lemma 2.3 until the original triangle 
becomes a k-gon. Go to Step 3. 
Step 3: Since we now have a k-gon, reduce the value of SR by 1. Let G be the 
resulting raph after Step 2. Go to Step 1. 
Since Go has the cut-through Eulerian property and each step preserves it, the final 
graph G realizes the given sequence and has a cut-through Eulerian property. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. [] 
For the classical 3-valent Eberhard theorem, Grfinbaum and Barnette obtained 
results about those values of P6 that could occur for a fixed sequence 
(Pa, P4, Ps, P7 ..... p,) of nonnegative integers atisfying the equation ~k ~> 3(6 -- k)pk = 12 
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Fig. 5. Parallel drawing. 
(see [1, 4]). Similarly, we have established a result about the number of 4-gons that can 
occur in the cut-through Eulerian realization. Here we state the following result. 
Theorem 2.4. For a given sequence S* =(P3, Ps, P6,Pv . . . . .  Ps) of nonnegative integers 
satisfying the equation (*), there exists an integer n such that, for any p4>n, 
S = (P3, P4, P5, P6, 7 ... . .  Ps) is 4-realizable with the cut-through Eulerian property (note 
that the number of 4-gons is specified in the sequence S). 
For the proof of Theorem 2.4, we would like to introduce some facts and the new 
operations, 'parallel drawing'. At first, let us state a theorem known as Frobenius 
problem without proof. 
Theorem 2.5 (Frobenius problem, see Schrijver [11]). Let p and q be two relatively 
prime positive integers. Then, there is a positive integer 6 such that every integer m which 
is greater than 6 can be written as a linear combination of p and q with nonnegative 
coefficients. In fact, 
6=pq-p -q .  
We will illustrate the operation 'parallel drawing' briefly as follows (for the detailed 
description, see [7]). Suppose that a cut-through path starting from the vertex v and 
returing to the vertex v forms a simple circuit L (Fig. 5(a)). Let p be the length of the 
ciruit L and let the face F in Fig. 5(a) be a k-gon. We will call such a circuit a simple 
cut-through loop of length p with a k-gon, and will denote it by CTL(p, k). Let e be an 
edge on L with the endpoint v. It is also a side of the face F. Now, create the vertex v' 
on the edge e and draw another simple cut-through loop L' as in the Fig. 5(b). Make 
sure that there are no vertices between L and L' other than the vertices on L and L'. It 
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is clear that L' is CTL(p, 3). Since L' is almost parallel to L, we will call this operation 
'parallel drawing'. 
Let G be a plane 4-valent 3-polytopal graph with a cut-through Eulerian property. 
Then, the resulting graph of the application of the parallel drawing is still a plane 
4-valent 3-polytopal graph with a cut-through Eulerian property. In addition, this 
operation creates p new vertices on L' including v', one triangle and (p -1)  4-gons 
between L and L'. It also changes the k-gonal face F to the (k + 1)-gonal face. Thus, if 
F is a triangle before the parallel drawing, F becomes a 4-gon. In this case, the parallel 
drawing only increases the number of 4-gons by p while it fixes all the other pi's, i # 4. 
Moreover, we can apply the parallel drawing to the circuit L' again. Let the finite 
sequence S=(pa,  p4,ps, p6 . . . . .  Ps )  be the p-vector of G and suppose that G contains 
a CTL(p, 3). Then, from G, one can construct a sequence of plane 4-valent cut-through 
Eulerian graphs having the same p-vector S except for the value of P4. In fact, the 
number of 4-gons in the new graphs is equal to P4 + rp for some positive integer . 
This fact and Theorem 2.5 yield the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.6. Let S=(p3,P4,Ps,...,Ps) be a sequence of nonnegative integers uch that 
P3 ~-8, pi=O for all i>4. Then the sequence S is 4-realizable with the cut-through 
Eulerian property for all values of p4 except for O, l, 4 and 5. 
Proof. The graphs (without dotted line) in Fig. 6 are the cut-through Eulerian graphs 
with 7, 8,2, 3, 11, 12 and six 4-gons, respectively. Also, a dotted line in each graph 
shows the first application of the parallel drawing, which produce a CTL(7, 3). Hence, 
we can construct a cut-through Eulerian graph with eight triangles and P4 4-gons 
except for P4 = 0, 1, 4 and 5. [] 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that a finite sequence S* =(p3,ps, p6,P7 . . . . .  Ps) of nonnegative 
integers atisfying equation (*) is 4-realizable with the cut-through Eulerian property for 
some choice of p*, and suppose that one of its realizations contains two disjoint 
cut-through loops, a CTL(p, 3) and a CTL(q, 3) where p and q are relatively prime. Then 
there exists an integer n such that the sequence S = (Pa, P4, Ps, P6, P7, ..., Ps) is 4-realiz- 
able with the cut-through Eulerian property for any P4 > n. 
Proof. Let G be a cut-through Eulerian realization of the sequence of S* for some 
choice of p*. Since p and q are relatively prime, we can find an integer 6 such that every 
integer greater than 6 can be written as a linear combination with nonnegative 
coefficients by Theorem 2.5. Then, let n = p~ + 6. 
For any P4 > n, P4-P* > 6. Thus, there are nonnegative integers a and b such that 
P4-P* = ap + bq. Now, apply the operation parallel drawing a times (b times, resp.) 
to the CTL(p, 3) (the CTL(q, 3). resp.) in G. Then, the final graph has exactly P4 
4-gons. That is, the final graph is a cut-through Eulerian realization of the given 
sequence S. [] 
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6 + 7m, 11a > 0 
Fig. 6. 
Remark The following facts are easily checked (cf. Figs. 2 and 3). 
(1) AI~, A2ct, Bfl and the graph Go can contain a CTL(5, 3). 
(2) A I~ and Bflct can contain a CTL(7, 3). 
(3) Al~tfl and Bflfl can contain a CTL(9, 3). 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. At first, Lemma 2.6 confirms the theorem for the case P3 = 8 
and Pi = 0 for all i> 4. For other cases, it suffices to show that there is a cut-throlagh 
Eulerian realization G of the sequence S* for some choice of p~, which contains two 
disjoint simple cut-through loops with a triangle such that their lengths are relatively 
prime, due to Lemma 2.7. Now, let us find such a cut-through Eulerian realization G, 
case by case. 
Case 1: Zk~V P k>O" We will use the graph Go as the base graph of our construc- 
tion. Let k be the largest integer such that Pk >0. Construct all m-gons, m < k, and 
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Fig. 7. 
(Pk-- l) k-gons either in the left-half or in the right-half using the method in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. Finally, according to k, locate an A 1-configuration or a B-configura- 
tion in the right-half, and construct the last k-gon. The final graph G is a cut-through 
Eulerian realization of the sequence S*. Let p~ be the number of 4-gons in G. Since 
k > 6, either a configuration A 17fl or a configuration Bfl~ always exist in the final stage 
of the creation of the last k-gon (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.3). Thus, we can locate either 
a CTL(7, 3) or a CTL(9, 3) in the right-half. Also, there is always a CTL(5, 3) in the 
left-half (see (1)in the previous Remark). 
Case 2:y~k~>7 Pk =0, P5-t-p6/> 1. We will use the graph G1 (Fig. 7(a)) or the graph 
G2 (Fig. 7(b)) as the base graph of our construction according to the value of Pk, 
k = 5, 6 (i.e. use GI if P6 = 0, use GE if P5 =0, otherwise, use either one). Observe that 
both G~ and G2 are cut-through Eulerian graph made from Go and that both of them 
contain two disjoint cut-through loops, a CTL(7,3) and a CTL(5,3), indicated by 
a heavy line. If we do not need to construct any more 5-gons and 6-gons, either G~ or 
G2 is the graph G which we want. Otherwise, notice that G1 contains both an 
A~-configuration with a 4-gon and a B-configuration with a triangle inside the 
CTL(7.3). It also contains an Az-configuration i  the lower part of G~. Similarly, 
G2 contains an Arconfiguration with a 4-gon, a B-configuration with a triangle, and 
an A2-configuration i the left-half. Now, create more 5-gons and 6-gons using the 
configurations located in G1 and in G2. The final graph G is a cut-through Eulerian 
realization of the sequence S*. Let p* be the number of 4-gons in G. Since this 
construction does not change the CTL(7, 3) and we can find another CTL(5, 3) in the 
result of the last application of the operation ~ or fl, G still contains two disjoint 
cut-through loops, CTL(7,3) and CTL(5, 3). This completes the proof. [] 
Unfortunately, there is no known sufficient condition for a 3-polytopal graph to be 
cut-through Eulerian. However, we do have a sufficient condition which assures that 
a specific plane 4-valent graph is not cut-through Eulerian. For example, a plane 
4-valent multi-3-gon graph is not cut-through Eulerian (see [9]). 
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As analogues of Theorem 2.1, we can construct a 4-valent 3-polytopes which 
realizes the given sequence satisfying equation (,), and which has either a Hamiltonian 
circuit or a HIST (homeomorphically irreducible spanning tree). For a detailed 
discussion about these results, see [7]. 
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